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The limb activated SmackDown PRO features all-
metal construction and tight tolerance machining 
that is backed by Trophy Taker’s Lifetime Warranty.  
The custom rubber over-molded full containment ring 
features a “one-way” rubber flap gate to ensure arrow 
capture once loaded.  The combination of built in 
silencing solutions and a precision machined launcher 
axle that pivots inside tight tolerance bearings make 
this arrow rest a dead-quiet addition to your bow.  The 
SmackDown PRO installs in minutes, does not require 
the use of a bow press and features a user friendly cord 
tension adjustment system.

Trophy Taker History/ Overview / Visions
I grew up in a family that did not hunt, yet somehow I developed a passion 
for target archery and archery elk hunting at a very young age.  My obsession 
with becoming a better shot and better elk hunter led me to design the very 
first Trophy Taker arrow rest in the winter of 1997.  In spite of early resistance, 
that design sparked the current flood of fall-away rests on the market today.

The business side of Trophy Taker developed when interest in my “new-fangled” 
arrow rest grew at archery shoots I was attending.  This prompted me to see 
if the rest would be marketable.  In the year 2000, Trophy Taker became my 
full-time job, and allowed me to pursue my passions even further.

As you review this catalog, you will see that the new Option sight and Quivalizer 
designs are definitely “out of the box” much like my original fall-away was.  
However, I truly believe that they align with our goal of “Bringing Target Precision 
to Hunting Camp.”  I spent two years perfecting the design on the OPTION sight, 
and I think you will find that this totally new concept offers the best of both 
worlds in fixed and moveable pin sights.  The QUIVALIZER concept was born out 
of my constant search for an ultra-light, perfectly balanced hunting bow that 
aims like a target bow for ultimate accuracy in the field.

As we move into 2016 and beyond, we want to remain accessible to our 
customers.  I will continue to make the product design process interactive 
through social media and Trophy Taker will remain committed to top notch 
customer service.  We will also remain committed to designs worthy of our 
Lifetime Warranty that fix problems and increase effectiveness in the field.

Happy Hunting!

SmackDown
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PRO

I believe in the 

products we sell, 

if I wouldn’t use it, 

we won’t sell it.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

3200 SmackDown PRO- RH Black

3201 SmackDown PRO- LH Black

3202-X SmackDown PRO- RH Realtree X-Tra

3203-X SmackDown PRO- LH Realtree X-Tra

3202-R SmackDown PRO- RH Red

3203-R SmackDown PRO- LH Red

3200-M SmackDown PRO- Mathews Edition- RH Black

3201-M SmackDown PRO- Mathews Edition- LH Black

3202-LC SmackDown PRO- Mathews Edition- RH Lost Camo

3203-LC SmackDown PRO- Mathews Edition- LH Lost Camo
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The buss cable activated X-Treme FC PRO features 
all-metal construction and tight tolerance machining 
that is backed by Trophy Taker’s Lifetime Warranty.  
The custom rubber over-molded full containment ring 
features a “one-way” rubber flap gate to ensure arrow 
capture once loaded.  The combination of built in 
silencing solutions and a precision machined launcher 
axle that pivots inside tight tolerance bearings make 
this arrow rest a dead-quiet addition to your bow.  The 
X-Treme FC PRO installs quickly and easily and features 
a user friendly cord tension adjustment system.

X-Treme FC
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PRO
ITEM # DESCRIPTION

3100 X-Treme FC PRO- RH Black

3101 X-Treme FC PRO- LH Black

3102-X X-Treme FC PRO- RH Realtree X-Tra

3103-X X-Treme FC PRO- LH Realtree X-Tra

3102-R X-Treme FC PRO- RH Red

3103-R X-Treme FC PRO- LH Red

3100-M X-Treme FC PRO- Mathews Edition- RH Black

3101-M X-Treme FC PRO- Mathews Edition- LH Black

3102-LC X-Treme FC PRO- Mathews Edition- RH Lost Camo

3103-LC X-Treme FC PRO- Mathews Edition- LH Lost Camo

 Visit us at TROPHYTAKER . com  or call  (406) 826-0600 for orders



The buss cable activated XFC features all-metal construction and tight tolerance 
machining that is backed by Trophy Taker’s Lifetime Warranty.  The custom rubber 
over-molded full containment ring features a “one-way” rubber flap gate to ensure 
arrow capture once loaded.  The XFC is a feature rich option for a budget minded 
bowhunter that wants a rest that is built to last a lifetime.

The buss cable activated X-Treme SL is the ultimate economy rest.  The rest 
features machined aluminum components and a glass filled nylon containment 
ring for a combination of lightweight, low cost and high strength components.  The 
X-Treme SL rest is easily installed, highly adjustable and very affordable.  It makes 
a great rest for package bows and youth bows but is also widely used by seasoned 
archery hunters.

xfc
x-treme
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sl
ITEM # DESCRIPTION

1150 XFC- RH Black

1151 XFC- LH Black

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

1120 X-Treme SL- RH Black

1121 X-Treme SL- LH Black
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The newly re-designed Spring Steel from Trophy Taker features a brand new look 
with the added value of an infinitely adjustable launcher blade angle.  Fancy new 
curves aside, this is the rest that has repeatedly been on the top of the podium 
in the most competitive archery events across the globe for over a decade now.  
Throw in Trophy Taker’s Lifetime Warranty and this rest has no competitor when it 
comes to value on a budget.

The Spring Steel PRO is loaded with features that target and 3-D shooters will love.  
By utilizing a 7075 high strength aluminum alloy, this arrow rest has been shaved 
down to an ultra-light and unprecedented 1.75 ounces!  Both the horizontal and 
vertical micro-adjusts feature a ball detent click system that moves the part 
one-thousandths of an inch per click.  To round out the features, an infinitely 
adjustable launcher blade angle allows the archer to achieve the perfect tune 
for their setup.  As always, the Spring 
Steel PRO is backed by Trophy Taker’s 
Lifetime Warranty.

Spring 
steel

Spring
steel pro
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ITEM # DESCRIPTION

SS-R Spring Steel- RH Black

SS-L Spring Steel- LH Black

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

SS-PRO-R Spring Steel PRO- RH Black

SS-PRO-L Spring Steel PRO- LH Black

 Visit us at TROPHYTAKER . com  or call  (406) 826-0600 for orders



No time? Rely on your fixed pins. Got time? Dial exact yardage with moveable pin. 
Leave fixed pins in view or rotate them out of view - Its your Option! 
Features: Rubber Dampened Magnets hold fixed pins open or closed with 3 lbs of force. • 4 inch extension bar • .002 Inch 
per click micro-adjust windage and elevation • Pin guards pivot on Stainless Steel pins • Clear reference marks • Rock solid 
2nd/3rd axis adjustment • Movable pin adjustment knob(s) move pin 1/2” vertical per revolution • 2 inch diameter round 
housing aligns nicely with peep • Movable pin has 1.2 inch vertical travel which allows most hunting set-ups to sight in for 
70-100 yards • Extra thick-walled tube style Stainless pins protect fibers • Pins are individually adjustable for both windage 
and rotation, ensuring perfect alignment • Maximum light gathering fibers protected by acrylic containment housing.
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Rubber Dampened 

Magnets securely 

hold fixed pin 

housing open 

while using the 

single pin OPTION

OPTION4 or6
CLOSED for  

4 Pin OPTION

OPEN for Single  

Pin OPTION



Trophy Taker’s new Option sights combine the 
best elements of fixed and moveable pin sights 
into a sleek, tough and lightweight package. True 
to its name, the Option is able to transform from 
a hybrid fixed and moveable pin sight into a true 
single pin mover with the flick of a wrist. 

The moveable and fixed pins can all be in view 
at the same time, or the fixed pins can easily 
be rotated out of view for maximum single pin 
visibility. Exact yardage can be selected with the 
moveable pin whether the fixed pins are in view or 
not. Magnets hold the fixed pin guard in the open 
or closed position and rubber dampeners ensure 
whisper quiet operation in the field. 
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 ITEM #  DESCRIPTION

 OS4-R Option Sight- RH 4 Pin

 OS4-L Option Sight- LH 4 Pin

 OS4-R-7075 Option Sight- RH 4 Pin- 7075 Alloy

 OS4-L-7075 Option Sight- LH 4 Pin- 7075 Alloy

 ITEM #  DESCRIPTION

 OS6-R Option Sight- RH 6 Pin

 OS6-L Option Sight- LH 6 Pin

 OS6-R-7075 Option Sight- RH 6 Pin- 7075 Alloy

 OS6-L-7075 Option Sight- LH 6 Pin- 7075 Alloy

 Visit us at TROPHYTAKER . com  or call  (406) 826-0600 for orders

CLOSED OPEN



No time? Rely on your fixed pins. Got time? Dial exact yardage with moveable pin. 
Leave fixed pins in view or rotate them out of view - Its your Option! 
Features: Rubber Dampened Magnets hold fixed pins open or closed with 3 lbs of force. • 4 inch extension bar • .002 Inch per 
click micro-adjust windage and elevation • Pin guards pivot on Stainless Steel pins • Clear reference marks • Rock solid 2nd/3rd 
axis adjustment • Movable pin adjustment knob(s) move pin 1/2” vertical per revolution • 2.5 inch diameter oval housing aligns 
nicely with peep • Movable pin has 1.7 inch vertical travel which allows most hunting set-ups to sight in for 90-120 yards  
• Extra thick-walled tube style Stainless pins protect fibers • Pins are individually adjustable for both windage and rotation, 
ensuring perfect alignment • Maximum light gathering fibers protected by acrylic containment housing
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 ITEM #  DESCRIPTION

 OS8-R Option Sight- RH 8 Pin

 OS8-L Option Sight- LH 8 Pin

 OS8-R-7075 Option Sight- RH 8 Pin- 7075 Alloy

 OS8-L-7075 Option Sight- LH 8 Pin- 7075 Alloy
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OPEN for Single  

Pin OPTION

Rubber Dampened Magnets 

securely hold fixed pin 

housing open while using 

the single pin OPTION

OPTION8

CLOSED OPEN

CLOSED for  

8 Pin OPTION
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Shuttle T-LOK broadheads from Trophy Taker have a reputation for incredible accuracy, 
toughness and devastating entrance and exit wounds.  The Shuttle T has set the bar for 
replacement blade heads with a “No Lost Blades” guarantee.  The patented T-shaped 
connection between the blades and the ferrule prevent the Shuttle T blades from 
separating from the ferrule even when shot into solid bone, concrete and metal.  The 
sweeping blade angle also increases the total amount of razor blade surface without 
increasing overall size.   
The result is oversized holes 
while maintaining ultimate 
downrange accuracy.

The Terminal T-LOK utilizes the same patented T-shaped connection between 
the blades and the ferrule as the Shuttle T but has a traditional blade shape 
for those who prefer that style.  The Terminal T also features the “No Lost 
Blades” guarantee and boasts unprecedented downrange accuracy.

Shuttle 
T-LOK

terminal 
T-LOK

125 grain

100 grain 100 grain

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

7000-B Shuttle T-LOK- 100 gr 3pk

7001-B Shuttle T-LOK- 125 gr 3pk

7010-B 100 gr Shuttle T-LOK Replacement Blades- 9pk

7011-B 125 gr Shuttle T-LOK Replacement Blades- 9pk

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

7002-B Terminal T-LOK- 100 gr 3pk

7012-B 100 gr Terminal T-LOK Replacement Blades- 9pk
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Trophy Taker’s A-TACTM broadheads exude toughness and are engineered for accuracy and 
devastating penetration.  The A-TACTM ferrule is machined out of a solid chunk of stainless steel 
and features a 5/8” (100 gr) or 3/4” (125 gr) cutting diameter.  A single piece, un-vented stainless 
steel blade slips through the ferrule and locks into place to round out the four blade design.  This 
0.080” thick main blade is twice as thick as most blades on the market and honed to a razor 
sharp edge.  The cutting diameter of the main blade is 1 and 1/8”.  This cut-on-contact head has 
clearly been designed to hunt anything that a bowhunter is willing to pull a bow back on.
The A-TACTM is available in standard threads and Deep Six threads.  All Deep Six models feature 
a Titanium collar that slips 
down over the arrow shaft for 
increased arrow toughness.  
The Titanium collar has been 
lengthened for 2016 to slide 
more than 5/16” down over 
the shaft.

A-TAC

125 grain

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

7100 A-TAC 100 gr 3pk

7101 A-TAC 125 gr 3pk

7102 A-TAC Deep Six Thread- 100 gr 3pk

7103 A-TAC Deep Six Thread- 125 gr 3pk

7110 A-TAC Replacement Blades- 3pk

100 grain

125 grain 
Deep Six



Trophy Taker’s aptly named QuivalizerTM reduces bow weight, improves bow balance and increases aiming stability at 
full draw by combining the quiver and the stabilizer into a single unit. No tools quick release connections allow the 
QuivalizerTM to be used like a one piece quiver. It can be clipped to the side of the bow for storage and transport and 
moved into shooting position in a matter of seconds. 
One look at a lineup of professional target shooters and it is no secret that a well balanced bow with a longer stabilizer is 
more accurate than one without. The QuivalizerTM addresses both issues by offering a longer than average stabilizer that 
helps store quiver and arrow weight on the correct side of the bow. At the same time, overall bow weight is noticeably 
reduced thanks to its lightweight design. The QuivalizerTM is easily converted from right to left hand, allows the arrows 
to be stored on either side of the stabilizer and offers left/right adjustment to fine tune your bow’s balance at full draw. 
If you want a lighter weight, better balanced bow that aims like a target bow, check out Trophy Taker’s QuivalizerTM another 
product in Trophy Taker’s line that lives up to their goal of bringing target precision to hunting camp. 

Aluminum

or Carbon Option
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 ITEM # DESCRIPTION

 QV-5 Quivalizer- Tactical Aluminum Tube- 5 Arrow

 QV-5C Quivalizer- Carbon Tube- 5 Arrow

 QV-5F Replacement Foam for Quivalizer Hood

www . TROPHYTAKER . com

Quivalizer The first Quiver and  
Stabilizer combo on the market.

Top Quality Machined 
Aluminum Components
Dual Purpose
Increase Accuracy with a 
20 Inch Stabilizer
Quick Detach/Reattach 
Front or Side



Trophy Taker Logo Binocular Straps  
by Crooked Horn

Trophy Taker Logo Vanes
Various styles and colors

Trophy Taker Custom Caps
Various styles and colors
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Custom Logo wear and products 
available on our website

Trophy Taker Custom Apparel 
Choose from Hoodies,  

Long Sleeve and  
Short Sleeve shirts.
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success
your success on the range or in the field, is important



Trophy Taker, Inc
PO BOX 1137
#1 Liberty Lane  Plains, MT 59859
Phone: (406) 826-0600
Fax: (406) 826-0602
E-mail: info@trophytaker.com

I believe in the 

products we sell, 

if I wouldn’t use it, 

we won’t sell it.

Tag instagram photos with #trophytaker

View online Trophy Taker 
video content with your 

mobile device

LIKE and FOLLOW us on facebook

See Trophy Taker Products in action on 
the following TV Shows in 2016: 
Western Extreme, Western Hunter 
and Skull Bound TV.




